
Conditions of Participation Climate Club Trophy Voting

As part of the Climate Club Trophy at www.biathlonworld.com, the International Biathlon Union (IBU),
Sonystraße 20, 5081 Anif b. Salzburg, Austria, and Viessmann Climate Solutions SE, Viessmannstraße 1
in 35108 Allendorf (Eder), Germany, are jointly organizing a raffle as part of the voting for the winner of
the "Climate Club Trophy".

All persons who have reached the age of 18 can participate. A product purchase is not required for
participation. Participation is free of charge.

On the homepage of the International Biathlon Union (IBU) three initiatives of the Climate Club Trophy
are published with descriptions and pictures. Via a voting tool on the website, participants can vote for
their favorite. Anyone who clicks to vote for their favorite, provides their personal data as described in
these conditions of participation, agrees to the conditions of participation and data protection and thus
casts their vote, will be entered into the raffle. Participation takes place exclusively via the voting tool
provided. Registration with an e-mail address is required for participation. By providing the
aforementioned personal data, the participant consents to the International Biathlon Union (IBU)
collecting, processing and using this data for the purpose of conducting the raffle. This data will be used
exclusively for the purpose of the raffle. The IBU will provide Viessmann with the contact details of the
winner - further contact details will not be stored or passed on to third parties by the IBU and
Viessmann.The voting and the raffle will start on 13.03.2023 0:01 am and end on 19.03.2022 11.59 pm
and the voting will not be available afterwards.

Participation via participation and entry services, automated entries and multiple entries are excluded.
In case of suspected manipulation, the organizer is entitled to exclude the respective participants.

There are 2 prizes consisting of 2 tickets each to the 2024 Biathlon World Championships in Nové Město
na Moravě/Czech Republic on a given date. The exact date will be communicated to the winners. Travel
to and from the event, hotel and meals are to be organized and paid for by the winner.

The tickets will be deposited in the name of the winner at the organizer's accreditation office and can be
collected there by the winner upon presentation of the official winning letter from Viessmann and valid
ID. The winner must be at least 18 years old to receive the prize. The letter will be provided to the winner
by Viessmann via email in advance of the event.

The winners will be selected at random by drawing lots after expiry of the participation period on
19.03.2023. The winners will be informed by email (to the email address they have provided) by
Viessmann Climate Solutions SE. If a winner does not come forward to accept the prize within four
weeks of the prize letter being sent, the claim to the prize will be forfeited without compensation

Viessmann Climate Solutions SE reserves the right to amend these Terms and Conditions of
Participation at any time and without stating reasons, insofar as this should be necessary due to force
majeure or external circumstances beyond the control of Viessmann Climate Solutions SE, or if this is
the only way to ensure proper implementation of the competition.
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.The legal process is excluded, a cash payment of the prize is not possible. The prize is not transferable
and may not be sold.
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